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INTRODUCTION

The discovery of x-rays in November, 1895, was

followed less than two aonths later by their application to the

examination of the human body, when Roentgen radiographed his

wife's hand on December 22, 1895. A number of developments in the

following 20 years helped to improve x-ray diagnosis greatly.

Perhaps the most important of these was the development of the

heated filament tube, by Coolidge, in 1913. Over the years

further developments both in technology and in the theoretical

understanding of the processes involved in radiodiagnosis have

served to broaden the range of applications of medical x-ray

imaging, and at the same time improve the quality of images and

reduce the dose delivered to the patient. The purpose of this

course is the review the basic physics involved in the generation

of x-rays and in the energy dependence of their interaction with

matter, and to study some applications of those ideas in both

conventional x-ray imaging and in new imaging techniques. The

course concludes with a brief look at certain other aspects of

the x-ray imaging process, and a discussion of methods for the

optimization of x-ray diagnostic imaging systems.
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1. I-KAT CEWEKATIOH

The aost fundamental requirement for an X-ray

source for aedical diagnostic applications is that i t provida

sufficient intensity to perait an exposure in a tiae short

coapared to aoveaents of the patient. The x-ray tube, which

produces radiation from the deceleration of energetic electrons

(breasstrahlong) in a high atoaic nuaber anode, i s used

universally. The efficiency of an x-ray tube i s given approxi-

aately by the empirical relation

E..Z
E ( f « , where E. i s the electron kinetic

energy, in MeV, and Z i s the atoaic nuaber of the anode.

For a tube with an anode of tungsten (Z * 74)

operating at 100 kilovolts (E - 0.1) the efficiency is less

than 1Z. The reaainder of the energy of the electron beaa is

deposited in the anode as heat.

Several techniques are used to increase the power

handling ability of medical x-ray tubes. The aost obvious,

perhaps, is the choice of anode material. Tungsten, although

difficult to work with, is particularly well-suited for use ãã

an x-ray tube target because of i t s high atoaic nuaber (Z - 74),

high density (p > 17) which iaplies high heat capacity, .find high

aelting teaperature (Tg • 3370°). Another is the use of the line

focus geoaetry. In this geometry, the plane of the anode is

inclined at a snail angle (10° to 20°) to the central ray of the

x-ray beaa. The gain loadability for a given projected x-ray

spot sixe is 1/sin 0. For 0 • 15°, this is about a factor of 4.

Another technique is the use of a rotating anode.

If the speed of rotation (noraally 3,600 rpa, 10,000 rpa for
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special tubes) is high enough that the power is uniformly spread

over the focal track during the exposure» the power gain is

equal to the area of the annulus projected onto the rotating

anode by the electron beam divided by che fixed area of the

electron beam on the anode. This factor varies with anode

diameter and focal spot width. Values of at leat 10 are possible

An important aspect of the use of a bremsstahlung

source is the nature of the x-ray spectrum produced. The form

of the radiant energy spectrum (number of photons of a given

energy times the energy, as a function of energy, or

E x II(E) vs. E) was deduced by Kramers . The argument has been

laid out in detail by Attix . The form of this spectrim is a

straight line beginning at 0 at the maximum photon energy and

increasing with decreasing photon energy.

The basic spectrum is modified by self-attenuation

of the anode, attenuation of tube window materials and

additional filtration used to eliminate low energy photons, and

by the existence of fluorescence lines, which are superimposed

on the bremsstrahlung background. A number of refinements to the

theory of Kramers have been incorporated in the theoretical and

computational work of Birch and Marshall . Their improved

computational method agrees well with spectra measured with an

energy-dispersive germanium detector.

Although photon number spectra are very convenient

for studying many of the effects we will consider later, most

experimental results are based on measurements with ionization

chambers. The conversion from energy spectrum to exposure is

made by multiplying the number spectrum by the energy-dependent
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conversion factor fro» pbotons/ca t o ftoentgcns, and integrat ing

th« r e s u l t i n g exposure spectrum. The conversion factor i s given

by K(E) - 1.S42 x 1 0 ~ U s E(y /p) . 4 , «here E i s given in keV

adn V /P in CB / g a .

I I . INTERACTION OF PHOTONS WITH MATTER

The aodes of in teract ion between photons in the

diagnost ic energy range (10 - 150 keV) are 1) coherent, or

Rayleigh s c a t t e r i n g , 2) incoherent or Coapton s c a t t e r i n g , and

3) photoe l ec tr i c e f f e c t . To a good approximation, the t o t a l

( l inear ) attenuation c o e f f i c i e n t can be represented as

zk *"
H • P R (f U) * C

R 7 * Cp í } Eq* l

in the diagnostic energy range. In this representation, f(E) i s

the function representing Coapton scattering, and is usually

taken to be the Klein-Nishina function for a free electron. C_

and C are coefficients that determine the relative contribu-
P

tions of coherent scattering and photoelectric effect. N is
the nuaber of of electrons per graa of material, and is given

by N • N Y » 'here N is Avogrado's nuaber and A is atomic
£ A A A

a a s s . The values k - 2 . 0 , I - 1 .9 , a - 3 . 8 and n • 3 .2 provide

the best f i t of th i s function to measured data over a range of

values for Z and E. _
A

With the exception of hydrogen, N = -y-, so the

effect of Coapton scattering is practically independent of Z.

It is also, as it turns out, practically independent of E in the

energy range of interest. Coherent scattering and the photo-

electric effect, in contrast, both have distinct dependences on

both atomic nuaber Z and photon energy. Because of these

dependences, and the values of Co and C , coherent scattering is
K p

usually considerably less important than the other effects in

detcraining overall attenuation behavior of a aaterial. The

differences in attenuation due to the variation in the relative

contributions of Coapton scattering and photoelectric effect can

be see in Figure 1, which shows the aass attenuation coefficient

as a function of energy for fat, muscle, and bone.
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III. EVALUATION OF FILTERS

Additional filtration of the x-ray beaa is usually

required to reaove low energy photons froa the breasstrahlung

spectrua. These photons have negligible probability of being

transmitted through the patient, in order to contribute to the

foraation of the iaage, but contribute significantly to surface

dose, A question that has remained unanswered is the question

of the optiaal aaterial to use for this purpose.

The aost coaaon approach to the coaparison of

filters is that of quantitative equivalence, i.e., what relative

thicknesses of two aaterials transait equal quantities of

radiation at a given energy, or of a given spectrua. The

condition can be written

for aonoenergetic photons,
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or

A " SÍE).-*1!^^! dE - / • « S(E)e-W2(B)- 2 dEo o

for a spectrua S(E). Although the approach is widely used» it

has the disadvantage that the relationship between x.. and x_

depends on S(E). Since equivalence is usually based on ionisation

•easureaents, S(E) is noraally given by N(E), the nuaber spectrua
2

aultiplied by k(E), the conversion factor froa photons/ca to

Roentgen*.

Another approach, that of qualitative equivalence,

is based on the observation that, under a reasonably vide

variety of conditions, it is possible to find thicknesses of

two aaterials such that

-U (E)x -y 9 (E)x .
e l 1 • C e Z i Eq . Z

where C i s constant for a range of energies . The condition

i a p l i e s that the shapes of the spectra transaitted by the two

f i l t e r s are equal, the only difference being a difference in the

quantity of radiation transmitted. The f i l t e r transmitting aore

radiation i s , of course, «ore e f f i c i e n t . The analysis of the

efficiency of filter aaterials indicates that efficiency

increases with atomic nuaber until the behavior of the aaterial

in the energy range of interest is dominated by the photo-

electric effect. The transmission advantage of one aaterial over

another depends exponentially on filter thickness. In the

diagnostic energy range, normal aluminum filters are about 10Z

less efficient than filters of iron, copper, or brass.

IV. PHANTOM DESIGN

The evaluation of the perforaance of x-ray imaging

systaas is greatly facilitated by the use of test objects or

phantoms that accurately simulate the attenuation properties

of huaan tissue. The ideas presented in the last two sections

lead directly to a hierarchy of analytic methods for developing

combinations of aaterials that simulate selected tissues with
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excellent accuracy.

A. One Material - Spectral Shape

The analysis developed for the evaluation of

filter materials applies directly to the comparison of materials

commonly used for test purposes, lucite for example, and the

tissue being simulated. The information provided by the analysis

includes the thickness of the test material needed to produce

the same spectrum transmitted by a given thickness of the tissue

of interest, and the ratio of transmissions. The limitations of

this approach are that the ratio is usually different than unity,

and only total, or narrow-beam attenuation is considered.

B. Two Materials - Spectral Shape and Transmission

Ratio

A straightforward extension of the method of

section A is to combine two materials that produce the same

spectrum as the tissue to be simulated. If one transmits more

and the other less than the tissue, an approppriate combination

will produce both the same transmitted spectral shape and the

same quantity of transmitted radiation as the tissue of interest.

This approach is formally equivalent to matching separately the

contributions of Compton scattering and photoelectric effect

in the phantom and in the tissue in question. For reasons given

in reference 6, the approach is equivalent to setting the

transmission of the tissue and the combination of materials

equal at two different energies. After taking natural logarithms,

the equations may be written as

P 2
( E1 ) 82

(2)

where »l - tj/tg
 a n d *2 " '2^*0 '

 T h e >olutiot18 f o r ai a n d

are



where

D - - M2(l1)y1(K2)

The use of this approach guarantees that the line

integrals of the scatter coefficient through the material of

interest and the simulator arc equal , but does not guarantee

that quantities of scatter emerging fro» the object and

simulator are equal . Moreover, in general, • 1
+ « 2 f 1» or in

other words, the thickness of the simulator is different than

that of the object being simulated.

C. Three Materials - Linear Attenuation Coefficient

The addition of a third equation to the system

of equations (1) and (2) allows for the matching of the thickness

of the simulator and the tissue being simulated. Since the

system has three equations, three unknowns are required the

new one being the relative thickness of a third material.

The new equation may be writen

(3)

and equation (1) and (2) are both modified by the addition of

terms of the form .a* to their right hand sides. The solutions

to this set of equations are the following:

81 ' [y0(El)iy2(E2> " W 3 ( E 2 ) } •

As soluçÕe.* »e encontras no artigo em

BJR Supplement 18. Você tem uaa cópia

_ do artigo.

where
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D - u 1 C E ) ( ( ) ( » í >

D. Implementations

The aethods described in this section for the

evaluation and design of phantom Materials have been implemented

in the form of computer programs that calculate relative

quantities of materials to match a given standard material, and

evaluate the goodness of fit of the resalting design to the

standard material. Attenuation coefficients for these programs

are calculated using the data and interpolation functions of

HcHastcr at al. The programs are written in FOBTRAH. and

versions compatible with both Digital Equipment Corporation VAX

computers, and with PC's are available from the author or the

Centro de Instrumentação, Dosimetria e Kadioproteção (CIDRA) in

Bibeirio Preto, S.P.

One of the advantages of this analytic approach

to phantom design is that the procedure automatically produces

the beet fit to a given material. However, in some cases with

two and three component formulations, no solutions exists

because one of the required thicknesses is negative. Thus, the

problem of search for appropriate materials still exists. Also,

since the best fit criterion is based on total attenuation

coefficient, certain combinations of materials producing a good

fit may exhibit significant, compensating errors in the match

of partial coefficients. Finally, since the systems pays no heed

to chemical composition, it is inherently incapable of dealing

with the details of Rayleigh scattering, which may be significant
10

in certain circumstances, and which depend on the nature of

the chemical bonds in a material .

V, DUAL EWERCY IMACIMG

The ideas of tba previous section can be inverted,

in the SCUM that two standard materials, Incite and aluminum or

watar and aluminum, for example, can be ustd to describe tht

energy-dependent attenuation of an unknown material (the
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patient). The information required is a pair of images acquired

with two different photon energies or two different x-ray

spectra. Although phantom design was discussed first here, two-

^energy tissue characterization preceded the phantom design

concept discussed above by several years.

The applications of dual-energy tissue charac-

terization include 1) determining the degree of mineralization

of bone, for the detection of osteoporosis, for example;

2) separation of bone and soft tissue in chest imaging, to

facilitate the detection and classification of lung nodules;

and the separation of iodine and soft tissue in examinations

involving contrast media.

Bone mineral measurements using dual-energy

methods have been implemented using rectilinear scanners with

radionuclide sources, and with CT scanners. The radionuclide
153

most commonly used is Gd, which emits a 100 keV nuclear

Y-ray and gadolinium characteristic x-rays, which have an

average energy of about 44 keV. Dual-energy CT scanner adapt-

ations usually employ rapid kVp switching. Both techniques are

currently in clinical use in the United Stated.

Dual-energy chest imaging has been studied by a

combined group of researchers from Stanford University and
14

General Electric Medical Systems. They used a fan-beam geometry

CT scanner in the patient localization mode, where the fan beam

and detector array remain fixed and the patient is translated

horizontally, perpendicular to the plane of the fan beam. A

combination of kVp switching and filter switching was used to

achieve energy separation. A commercial version of this device

has not appeared on the market.

Picker International, in conjunction with the

Department of Diagnostic Radiology at the University of Alabama,

have also studied dual-energy chest imaging, using a digital

chest imaging prototype. This device also uses a fan beam, but

the patient remains fixed, in a standing position, and the

horizontal fan beam moves from top to bottom during the

examination. To avoid the usa of kVp switching, which may

adversely affect the service life of the x-ray tube and other

components in the system, energy separation is accomplished by

using a two stage detector. This system has already undergone
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extensive clinical testing to investigate its utility.

Dual-energy techniques for the detection iodine

have been widely studied. However, the technical difficulties

of this application have not permitted widespread use of the

method. The only commercial use of dual-energy imaging for

iodine detection of which the author is aware is in hybrid

subtraction imaging, where it is used as an adjunct to temporal

subtraction, to eliminate artifacts arising from soft tissue

notion.

VI. SYSTEM OPTIMIZATIO-

The optimization of an x-ray imaging system

requires the selection of an appropriate x-ray spectrum, an

appropriate combination of x-ray tube focal spot, screen

sharpness and geometric magnification, careful attention to the

means used for scatter elimination, use of low attenuation

materials between the patient and image receptor and, where

variations are possible (electronic systems), ar->ropriate

presentation of the image. In 1979 Warner an Jennings showed

that use of the best system components then available in place

of ones in general use, on a one-oy-one basis, resulted in

improvements in dose efficiency of r. isçhly a factor of two

for each of five components related to the considerations listed

abova . If all five best choices could be used simultaneously,

a dose reduction of a factor of 32 could be achieved. However,

since the components interact in a complicated way, this is not
19

possible. The use of additional or different filtration may

increase tube loading so that a larger focal spot is required,

for example. In this way, an improvement in the energy spectrum

leads to a degradation in system sharpness.

The use of muitiparameter optimization techniques

is one method for dealing with the problem of selecting the

optimum combination of system parameters, i.e., the combination

that permits the maximum dose reduction with no loss of physical

imaging performance. This approach has been applied to the case

of mammography by Muntz, et al. They found that a dose

reduction of a factor of 3 is possible with existing technology.
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Experimental t e s t s , of their theoretical and numerical
21predictions confirm the dose reduction.

VII. CONCLUSION

The material presented here should indicate the

relat ive degree of maturity of the theoretical analysis of

spectral e f fects in medical imaging systems. A comparable

degree of maturity ex i s t s in the analysis of other aspects , such
22as sharpness and scatter generation and removal. This degree

of maturity i s a sign not that medical x-ray imaging i s an area

closed to further development. Rather, i t i s an area in which

ve should expect to make s igni f icant improvement at a rapid

rate because of the effect iveness of the analytic tools now

available to us .
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